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the dp-1 milling machine is suitable for the
production of circular parts of all sizes, pre-
machined or not. the dp-1 milling machine
is equipped with two high-quality milling
head with up to four horizontal spindles. in
addition, the dp-1 milling machine is
equipped with a large feed table with a
lifting capacity of up to 7 tons and a high-
performance spindle head with two
spindles. this machine is useful for the
prototyping of parts and tools. the fp1 is
not so much a universal milling machine,
but more a universal milling machine with
the addition of an extralong table and an
external spindle head. this machine is
suitable for a wide range of milling
applications from prototype and short run
molds to high precision parts. the fp1 can
also be considered a prototype milling
machine, especially for models without the
z axis table positioner. the machine is
especially versatile, since it can be
configured in various ways to meet a wide
variety of requirements. the whole with
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the deckel fp1 (inclusive delivery to the
recipient) is € 119.00 (vat incl.). the deckel
so and soe tool and cutter grinder (as
deckel so and soe tool and cutter grinder)
is € 99. the deckel spare parts list is € 49.
the deckel extras is € 49. all prices incl.
vat deckel spare parts list - this is a
complete 162-page data pack for the
machine and includes all available printed
data. consists early and late manuals for
the simpler so model together with the full
manual for the more complex and
versatile soe. also included is the special
deckel publication so model: notes on
disassembly and reassembly - spare parts
(as sectional drawings), a copy of the
maker's sales and accessories catalogue
and all the extracts from the deckel
technical bulletins that dealt with these
machines.
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(and copies by alexander): this is a
complete 162-page data pack for the

machine and includes all available printed
data. consists early and late manuals for

the simpler so model together with the full
manual for the more complex and

versatile soe. also included is the special
deckel publication so model: notes on

disassembly and reassembly - spare parts
(as sectional drawings), a copy of the

maker's sales and accessories catalogue
and all the extracts from the deckel

technical bulletins that dealt with these
machines. this package includes our

deckel fp1 manual (as above), the parts
list (162 pages, complete) and all deckel

technical bulletins and its supplements for
the deckel fp1 for the last 6 years. you
also get the deckel so and soe tool and

cutter grinder manual, the deckel so and
soe tool and cutter grinder parts list and

the deckel so and soe tool and cutter
grinder technical bulletin supplements for
the last 8 years. these are all in a single
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package for € 99.00 (vat incl.). all prices
incl. vat this package includes our deckel
fp1 manual (as above), the parts list (162
pages, complete) and all deckel technical

bulletins and its supplements for the
deckel fp1 for the last 6 years. you also

get the deckel so and soe tool and cutter
grinder manual, the deckel so and soe tool
and cutter grinder parts list and the deckel

so and soe tool and cutter grinder
technical bulletin supplements for the last
8 years. these are all in a single package
for € 119.00 (vat incl.). all prices incl. vat
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